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Two 
Baccalaureate Mass 
ST. JAMES CATHEDRAL 
Saturday, June 4, 1983 - 3:00 P.M. 
	
PRINCIPAL CELEBRANT 	MOST REVEREND RAYMOND G. HUNTFIAUSEN, D.D. 
Archbishop of Seattle 
CONCELEBRANTS 	MOST REVEREND RAYMOND G. HUNTHAUSEN, D.D. 
REVEREND WILLIAM J. SULLIVAN, S.J. 
REVEREND FRANK CASE, S.J. 
MASTER OF CEREMONIES 	ROBERT DUFFORD, S.J. 
AND MUSICAL COORDINATOR 
COMMENTATOR 	CINDY WOODEN 
LECTORS 	ROBERTA FORSELL 
JOHN HENEGHAN 
ASS U President 
PHYLLIS M. KNOPP 
Alpha Sigma Nu President 
SENIOR CLASS PRESIDENT 	MADELEINE THOMPSON 
Student Marshal 
BACCALAUREATE ADDRESS 	REVEREND WILLIAM J. SULLIVAN, S.J. 
President of Seattle University 
CONCERT MUSIC"Ave verurn corpus" 
Edward Elgar 
"The Eyes of All Wait Upon Thee" 
Jean Berger 
Luis Cabral, B.A., Assistant Conductor 
"Ave Maria" 
Louis Vierne 
Willa Conrad, Assistant Conductor 
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY 
CHORALE AND CHAMBER SINGERS 
WILLIAM SUMMERS, Ph.D., Director 
MARTIN OrsoN, M.M., Organist 
Reception 
CAMPION TOWER - SEATTLE UNIVERSITY 
Saturday, June 4, 1983 - 4:30-6:30 P.M. 
Three 
Commencement 
SEATTLE CENTER ARENA 
SUNDAY, JUNE 5, 1983 - 3:00 P.M. 
PROGRAM 
	
PROCESSIONAL 	BERNARD STECKLER, Ph.D. 
Grand Marshal 
REED A. Guy, Ph.D. 
Mace Bearer 
HILDEGARD HENDRICKSON, Ph.D. 
JANE LAFARGUE, Ph.D. 
JOSEPH A. MONDA, Ph.D. 
JAMES L. STARK, Ph.D. 
Assistant Marshals 
MtJSIC 	"Con trapunctus IV" 
Johann Sebastian Bach 
• Contrapunctus IX" 
Johann Sebastian Bach 




Overture and Gigue' 





SEATTLE BRASS ENSEMBLE 
COMMENCEMENT CONVOCATION 
INVOCATION 
HONORARY DE(;REE CITATIONS 
GARY A. ZIMMERMAN, Ph.D. 
Executive Vice President 
SISTER JOAN HARTE, O.P. 
Director of Campus Ministry 
REVEREND WILLIAM J. SULLIVAN, S.J., Ph.D. 
President of Seattle L uiersitv 
Four 
RECIPIENTS OF hONORARY DEGREES 
	
DR. FRANK B. BROUILLET 
Superintendent of Public Instruction 
State of Washington 
ROBERT 0. and MIRIAM D. KINSEY 
Pacific Palisades, California 
DR. DALE E. ruRNER 
Retired Pastor 




DR. DALE E. TURNER 
"Ave Maria" 
Louis Vierne 
"My Soul Alive" 
J. Kevin Waters, S.J. 
SEATrLE UNIVERSITY 
CHORALE AND CHAMBER SINGERS 
WILLIAM SUMMERS, Ph.D., Director 
MARTIN OI..soN, M.M., Pianist 
MELANIE CHRISTENSEN 
College of Arts and Sciences 
PRESENTATION OF DEGREES 
FORMAL CONFERRAL OF DEGREES 
PRESENTATION OF AWARDS 
REVEREND WILLIAM J. SULLIVAN, S.J., Ph.D. 
President, Seattle University 
THOMAS C. LONGIN, Ph.D. 
Vice President for Academic Affairs 
REVEREND WILLIAM J. SULLIVAN, S.J., Ph.D. 




GOLDEN JUBILEE GRADUATE 
BENEDICTION 
	
MOST REVEREND RAYMOND G. HUNTHAUSEN, D.D. 







Interpretation for the hearing impaired provided by Eleanor Shochet 
Five 
Honorary Degrees 
FRANK B. BROUILLET 
Frank Brouillet, you are a public servant whose leadership on behalf of education has benefited every 
citizen of Washington State. 
Throughout your career as high school teacher, counselor, coach, professor, college administrator, 
legislator and superintendent of public instruction, you have devoted your life to learning. 
Your dedication to the cause of education, and your willingness to fight the good fight for that cause in 
difficult and confusing times, has helped us to preserve our most valuable resource. 
Your reputation as an educational leader is recognized nationwide by your membership on the National 
Committee on United States-China Relations and by your presidency of the Council of Chief State School 
Officers. 
While serving for ten years as leader of the state's public schools, you have exhibited an understanding 
and respect for independent education through the establishment of a private schools liaison in your 
office, through your membership on the Board of Trustees of the University of Puget Sound, and by your 
work with the School of Education at Seattle University. 
Upon you, Frank B. Brouillet, Seattle Univeristy proudly confers the degree Doctor of Humanities, 
honoris causa. 
ROBERT 0. AND MIRIAM D. KINSEY 
Miriam Kinsey, you are a woman whose life exemplifies a spirit of creativity and of sharing. 
You have given unselfishly to promote an understanding and appreciation of Asian culture and art. 
During your years in Seattle, and now California, you have worked to share your knowledge, and your 
collections, of Eastern art. Your book, Contemporary Netsuke, is the definitive work on this intriguing 
Japanese artform. Through your efforts we have gained a new awareness of our Pacific Rim neighbors. 
Robert Kinsey, you are a man whose life and career are portrayed by leadership and service. 
You served your country as an Air Force officer with the Pacific Air Command in Tokyo and with the 
Chinese Military Advisory Group in Nanking. After World War II, you joined the Civil Aeronautics 
Board and later became the director of that organization in Alaska. You began your career in commercial 
aviation in 1952. You rose to the position of president and chief executive officer of Western Airlines and 
gained a reputation as one of the nation's business leaders. You have also developed an expert's know-
ledge of Asian art and culture and, along with your wife, have dedicated yourself to bringing its beauty to 
us. 
Both of you have supported Seattle University for many years and have provided numerous educational 
opportunities for its students. 
Upon you, Robert 0. and Miriam D. Kinsey, Seattle University proudly confers the degrees, Doctor of 
Humanities, honoris causa. 
Six 
DALE E. TURNER 
Dale Turner, you are a spiritual and community leader whose work reflects the highest Christian ideals of 
commitment and compassion. 
From the beginning days of your ministry in Lawrence, Kansas in 1948, you have served as teacher, 
counselor, pastor; and as inspiration. 
Since your arrival at University Congregational Church in 1958 you have brought a clear vision of 
Christian values that has built faith and enriched lives. 
You have paid special interest and worked tirelessly to attend to the needs of young people. You have 
spoken at countless school assemblies, PTA meetings, youth clubs and college campuses. You helped 
found the Fellowship of Christian Athletes which continues to serve young people today. 
Your commitment to our community is seen through your membership on the boards of such groups as 
Goodwill Industries, the YMCA, Neighborhood House; and through the many civic honors you've 
received including Seattle's Citizen of the Year Award in 1983. 
For thousands in this city, your ministry has been a constant source of peace, of strength, of guidance and 
of enlightenment. 
Upon you, Dale E. Turner, Seattle University proudly confers the degree, Doctor of Humanities, 
honoris causa. 
Seven 
College of Arts and Sciences 
ROBERT D. SALTVIG, Ph.D., Acting Dean 
RICHARD P. HICKEY AWARD 	 BRIDGETF ANN (:HANDLER 
Awarded to the outstanding student in the College of Arts and Sciences. Selection is based upon the student's total 
contribution to academic life and is made by the department chairpersons and program directors of the College. The two 
volume compact Edition of the Oxford English Dictionary is given as the award which honors the memory of Dr. 
Richard P. Hickey, professor of English, a beloved and respected teacher at the University from 1947 until his death in 
1968. 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
MICHELLE ANN ABEL lANA LISA ExuM VICTORIA LYNN KAMPHAUS 
JENNIFER ALVIRITA ACHIENG cum laude PETEK SANDRA KANIA 
BONNIE PATRICIA ACKERMAN RICK J. FAORO TRACY ANN KERNS 
sumrna cum laude ChRISTINE FIALA MIKA KITAGAMI 
r0BENNA OGUGUA AGHA cum laude NANH KOMAKI 
CHRISTIAN N. AGu JOHNDE EvERETr FLEMING CARL FRANCIS KURFESS 
STEPHEN KELSEY ANGELL ROBIN Jo FLEMING MICI-IEI.E ALICE LARSON 
COLLEEN MARIE AUBIN KIM MARIE FLETCHER cum laude 
GARY FLOYD AVALA ROBERTA LYNN FORSELL* SUSAN ANN LAURA 
MAILE ANN BARRETr EDWARD JOSEPH FOSTER JULIA PATRICIA LAWRENCE 
KIM JOSEPH BARTA DEENA LOUISE FULLER KO-TUAN Lo 
MIKE HENRY BIEHN FARZANEH GANJIZADEH cum laude 
GEORGE STEPHEN BOYKO, SR. MITRA GHODOOSIAN SONDRA LEE MARIE LUBAIIN 
AGNES CRUZ BRISTOL BLAINE DEE GILMAN LINDA ANN LUCAS 
JUDITH HOPE BRONSON STEPHEN ROGER GRAMS TIMOTHY JAME.S MANION 
DOLORES DIANE BROWN rnagna cum laude JANE FRANCES MASON 
SALLY GERENE BROWN PETER RICHARD GREEN cum laude 
summa curn laude cum laude JOAN rERE.sA MASON 
ANNETrE CHRISTINE BURRESCIA MARK JOHN GUELFI RICHARD TIMOTHY MCCULLOUGH 
JAMES JOSEPH BUSH GAIL JOY GUSTAFSON magna curn laude 
curn laude MAURICE LEON GUYANT LINDA ROSE MILANO 
LUIS F.M. CABRAL, II rnagna curn laude cum laude 
KATE R. CASEY ROBIN MICHELLE HAAS ANNA MELISSA MONDA 
magna cum laude curn laude rnagna curn laude 
ANTHONY BLAINE CASTANHA COLLEEN ANN HARTL* RAFAEL JOSEPH MONTE 
BRIDGErF ANN CHANDLER PATRICIA LOUISE FIEINICKE ANITA MARIE MUMM 
sumrna curn laude rnagna curn laude curn laude 
MELANIE C. CHRISTENSEN DAVID ROBERT HELLENTHAL* FREDERICK 0. OLSEN, JR.* 
sum ma curn laude JAMES MICHAEL HENRY MARY-LOUISE POMEROY PRESTON 
DAN KEVIN CONNOLLY EDITH LOUISE HERMAN JUDITH CATHERINE RAAB 
summa cum laude PAET JAMES HIDALGO* JANET L. ROBINSON* 
ANDREA CATHRINE DAVADUK* KATHLEEN THERESA ANNE HILLIS CHRISTIAN RAMIRO RUBIO 
ROBERT MARK DAY magna curn laude FARKHONDEH SABOURI 
THOMAS JOSEPH DONOHOE KAREN AKIKO HIROSUMI TSUYOSI-II SAIKI 
MITRA DOWLATSHAHI PAULA J. HUNTHAUSEN DAIz0 SAKURADA 
VERNON LEE DRAYTON GREGORY FRANCIS IRCINK sun2ma cum laude 
JOAN PENNINGTON DUNSIRE curn laude STEVEN BAROGA SANCHEZ, JR. 
magna cum laude MARIKO ISHIKAWA MARY T. SCHATz 
TERESA ELENA DUNSIRE DORIS GAYLE JANKOWSKI ROSE MARIE SCHLEGEL* 
sum7na cum laude PATRICIA MORAN JAY 
RICHARD HUNTINGTON EARENFIGHT HANS BRIAN JENSEN 
LAWRENCE TIMOTHY ELLIS DEBRA ANN JOHNSON 
Eight 
KATHLEEN ADELE SCHMIDT 
currz laude 
ALFRED GORDON SCHWEPPE 
KEITH ELLSWORTH SEDILLE 
KOIIEI SIIJOZAWA 
JULIE ANN STEBBINS 
magna curn laude 
SUSANNE MARIE STEFFEN 
AMY ELIZABETH STEVENS* 
TODD F. STEVENS 
CHIKA TAKATA 
EUGENIA LA VERNE THOMAS* 
CHARLES BRIAN JiIOMPSON 
MADELAINE ANN THOMPSON 
samma cuin laude 
ROBERT ALLEN rHoMPsoN 
RONALD PRICE TIPPLE 
CONSTANCE M. IOOLE* 
ROSEMARY LOUISE WARWICK* 
BRADLEY Ross WESTIN 
KIM ELIZEBETI-I WIIs0N 
KATHERINE JOE WINCH-TROYER 
CYNTHIA L. WOODEN 
summa curn laude 
WILLIAM K. YATES 
sum ma cum laude 
ANITA EUGENIA ZOHN 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN COMMUNITY SERVICES 
ANNE MARIE BACHMANN 
EUNICE LOUISE DAGGETI 
cum laude 
MARGARET MAY HUDSON 
DANA Scorr MONTGOMERY 
DEBRA DENISE CASAL 
KENNETH E. MIDDLESWORTH 
COLLEEN MARY O'BRIEN 
CATHLEEN MARY O'DONNELL 
magna cum laude 
CAROL ANN SAWYER 
curn laude 
BACHELOR OF AWl'S IN HUMANITIES 
BARBARA JANE REYNEKE* 
IRENE LAURA REYNOLDS 
cum laude 
CYNTHIA ANN SMITH-SCHMITr 
cum laude 
DONNA LAETITIA SWAIN 
cum laude 
EUGENIA LAVERNE THOMAS* 
MARY CATHERINE TURNER 
JAMES CLAY SIMMONS 
cum laude 
HIROMI UJIIE 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN REHABILITATION 
DAVID JULIAN Cox 
MARY SUSAN FIDLER 
ANN NEILI. FOSTER 
hENRY JOE MAIORINO 
LOUISE M. RYAN 
cum laude 
CATHERINE B. SCHAIBLE 
ELENI TESHOME 
ROLLANE CAROL VINEYARD 
JAMES L. WICKERSHAM 
JENNIFER GEORGANN WOLFGUTS* 
KENNETH CHISHOLM WROE 
magna curn laude 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN SOCIAL SCIENCES 
JOSEPH C. BLscoE 	 ROBERT ALLEN LIND* 	 L0RI ANN REIMAN 
I)AvID JOSEPH BLAYLOCK* 	 DEL A. MILLER 	 STEVEN ARThUR SHIMANEK 
CARI,os BROWN 	 cum laude NATALIE ANNE VANDAM 
SUAWN PETER DAUGHERTY 	 GREGORY c;ERARD PUDWILL 	 Roy JOHN WHIPPLE, JR. 
SANDRA MAY HOLLOWAY* 
*part icz pang  in ceremony although degree requirements are not yet complete. 
Nine 
BACHELOR OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE/POLICE SCIENC;E 
MOHAMMED FALEH AJMI 
MARY ANN CHANEY 
DANIEL ALBERT DAVIS 
JOSEPH (;ALE F0LLAN5BEE 
magna cum laude 
BRIAN MARK FORBES 
cum laude 
CAROLYN ANN GOCKEL 
ERIC DARRYL HOLLAND 
KATHLEEN ALICE HORGAN 
VICrOR LEE* 
MONICA C. LYONS 
THERESA MARIE MACMILLAN 
MAUREEN HELEN MCDAID 
ROBERT CARLETON MILLER 
VIRGINIA LEE NELKE 
magna cum laude  
MICHAEL. JOSEPH PETRIE 
SHAWN KISMET RICHARD 
CUrri laude 
TODD ARLEN SANDERS 
sun ma cum laude 
ANITA RACHEL SAY 
DAVID SHERMAN SEYMOUR 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
CATHERINE EDQUILANG ECHON 
	
LINDA MARIE HOLLOWAY 
cum laude 
partzczpating in ceremony although degree requirements are not \'et wmplete. 
Ten 
Albers School of Business 
JOHN D. ESIIELMAN, Ph.D., Dean 
PAUL A. VOLPE AWARD 	 LEONA LYNN CORREIA 
Awarded to the outstanding graduating senior in the Albers School of Business. Selection is based on academic excellence 
and contributions to the School, the University, and the community. The award is in memory of Paul A. Volpe, Dean of 
the School of Business from its inception in 1945 until 1961. 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
AHMAD I. AI.-HuNIAID MARY HELEN CARROSINO RICHARD EDWARD HASSEN 
AHMED AB1uI.I,A AL-RASIIED BRIAN DONALD CASSELL BRIAN PHILIP HAUPT 
WAFA YOUSEF AL-YAMANI NORMAN Y. CHANG magna curn laude 
LOIS IRENE ALDEN YUAH-LING CHEN RUSSELL ELDON HEAGLE 
BERNARD MICHAEL ALFANO BRUCE THOMAS CLARK DONNA LYNN HEBSON 
cum laude CLAY E. CLOUD KERWIN MASUTO HIGASHI 
LEANN MARIE AI.LARD JAMES PATRICK COLLINS JAMES MICHEAL HINES* 
HAMZA HAMMED ALMIHDAR GREGORY JOHN C0LucCI0 JOHN DESIMONE HITEMAN 
SAAD A. ALSHERAIMY curn laude GEORGE HoNosuToMo 
MICHAEL L. AMATO LEONA LYNN CORREIA STEVEN RAY HORTON 
cum laude sum ma cum laude cum laude 
JONATHAN Louis ARREOI.A GLENN E. GROUT, JR. DANIEL PHILLIP HUDON 
PAUL JAMES BAII.EY JEFFREY NORMAN CROXFORD LEOPOLDO SARMIENTO IBAEZ 
magna cum laude magna aim laude MARIA ROWENA S. IBAz 
WILLIAM LLOYD BAIRD PAMELA MAXINE DAVIS RANDLE KAMEKI INOUYE 
CHARLES THOMAS BARNES, JR. TAMMY ANN DEGRANDE ALFONS IRAWAN 
THOMAS MArrI-IEw BARNHART DENISE LOUISE DIEMERT ZIKANENE ALI-IAJI Isu 
Jos ' -AN1oNIo BARRIOS CYNTHIA Lou DONNELL cum laude 
GEORGE AI.LAN BARTELS, JR. magna atm laude MICHAEL THOMAS JONES 
MARK BAUS TIMOTHY M. DONNELLY ARLYN W. JORDAN 
BRYAN CLIFTON BEARSS MICHAEL KEENAN DOWNEY JAMES PATRICK JORGENSEN* 
magna cum laude REBECCA LOUISE DOYLE BAK-GoO KANG 
F. NICHOI.AS BECKER cum laude CHUNG YUL KIM 
MARY GLARE BENSON JAMES JOHN DREVES MICHAEL K. KOHLS 
magna curn laude HAYEDEH EFIEKI-IARI GLEN H. K0JIMA 
SARAH WESSEL BIRKELAND MARIE JEAN FIRTH cum laude 
MORTEN ERLING BL0MS0* ROBERT ANTHONY FLORENTINE, JR. ROSA MARIA KOMLOS 
DIANE MARIE BOEHM LINDA MARIE FUJITOMI ROBERT JAMES KONZEK 
rnagna aim laude MASAYOSHI FUKUDA CATHERINE ANNE KORD 
c;ARY LEE BOMAN ELENA NADINE GARCIA CAREY DAVID KRAFT 
JANICE BROOKSIIIER magna curn laude IIUN-FA Kuo 
curn laude JOAN ELIZABETH UPHOFF GILMAN GAIL TERESA LAJuNE 
DAVID STUART BROWN RITA MARIE GILMOUR* LINDA JEAN LAMARRE* 
RICKI VANCE BROWN TIMOTIIY RICHMOND GREEN ANNE MARIE LAMB 
PETER SCOTr BRUNNER JEFFREY THOMAS GREENAWAY GRANT ROBERT LARSEN 
JOSEPH ANTHONY BUDINICI-I cum laude KELLY ANN LAWRENCE 
MARY ANNE MICHELLE BUHLER MARK JOSEPH GREENWAI;I DAVID RICHARD LEPSIG 
suinma cum laude GEORGE KIRK GREINER, III MABLE LI 
MICHAEL CHARLES BURKE PATRICK HOWARD GRIMM MARY JEANNE LOUSTEAU 
cum laude TINA ODEGAARD GROHMAN cum lattde 
CORRINNE NANCY CAIN ANNE MAUREEN GUSIAVESON KAREN MARIE LOWRY* 
MICHAEl. ANGELO CAMPAGNARO* magna cum laude LESLIE MARIE LucAs 
MELISSA ANN CAMPBEI.L* SATORU HANAGASAKI STEVEN MA 
CORY WILLIAM CAPPELLETrI SUSAN ANN HARRIS BELAYNESH E. MAKONNEN 
JEFFREY DEAN CARLSON curn laude KELLY JAMES MALONE 
Eleven 
TIMOTHY Scorr MARINO Roy Q. RODRIGUEZ CHUEK KWAN ISE 
CHRISTOPHER M. MARKO JOHN BERGSTROM ROGERS MASAKATSU ULsuGI 
CAROL LYNN MARTIN NANCY LYNN ROMANO ROLAND SHALE UNDI 
MIcHAEl. rIM0THY MCCAULEY JOE-IN KEVIN RUBY PETER JOHN VANDERWEYST 
PATRICIA CAROLINE McCoy KAZUHIRO SAGAE NANCY LEE VOLLMAR 
MARK BRIAN MCDEVI.rr* LILLIAN SALWA SALIBI* ROBERT ALAN WAGNER 
FRANCINE MARIE MCKORKLE AUNA MARIE SARI* magna curn laude 
SHEILA FRANCES MCLEAN PAUL RANDALL SAUVAGE MARILYN ELAINE WAGONER 
TAMARA LEE METZLER MARILU BYRNE SLOAN curn laude 
SIMEON Q. MIRANDA CARINA LYNN SMITH JAMES ARNOLD WAHL 
EDWARD LAWRENCE MORGAN cum laude JoSEPH RUSSELL WARD 
JAY E. Moss JONATHAN STEVEN SMITH RANDAL STACY WEIDERT 
MAUREEN ANN MULCAHEY WALTER JAMES SMITH, III D. Scorr WEYER 
magna cum laude DEBORAH A. SNYDERS DAVID N. WHITE 
KEVIN DAVID NOLAN STEPHEN JOSEPH SOUZA curn laude 
SYLVIA TERESA OLIVIER curn laude CHARLES DAVID WHITNEY* 
DONALD J. OLUND HEATHER SPEIRS MELAINE ANN WILKINS 
PAUL WALTER PARIETrI SUSAN KATHLEEN STIMAC TERISA LJANN WILKINS 
TIMOTHY J. PATrERSON magna cum laude KEVIN OLIVER WILLIAMS 
PHILIP MARC PEPIN HELENE INGE STOPPA MICHAEL WAYNE WILSON 
summa cum laude magna cum laude cutn laude 
CATHERINE LANETFE PERcy PENTSON YOSHIO SUGAMURA, JR. ROBERT L. WINKLER 
KYLE K. PETERS MARY T. SULLIVAN ANTHONY JOSEPH WISE 
LINH T. PHAM SUSAN PAMELA SWENSON ELIZABETH STEWART WOOD 
PERRY G. PoN'rI FRANCA ANNUNZIATA TARI.AO ZEMED A. YITREF 
JOHN A. PRISKE MICHAEL LAWRENCE FHAYER MONICA KAY ZABORAC 
JOHN THOMAS QUINN* JAMES MICHAEL THOMAS BAHRAM ZAHED 
JAMES DEAN READMAN THOMAS WESLEY TwroN STEPHEN FRANCIS ZEMANEK* 
cum laude THOMAS S. ZRUST 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN ECONOMICS 
DENNIS JAMES ACCETTURO MOHAMMEI) IBRAHIM HEGGI KAREN DENISE MURDOCU 
MARK ALLEN BUENING GARY EDWARD JANDZINSKI CUrfl laude 
magna curn laude MAUREEN ANNE MCKINLEY YOUSSEF SALIM NADER 
MARC EDWARD CLARK LESLIE MARIA MCWHERTER IERENCE JEROME SCANLAN 
PENNY S. FREED SCOTI- DON MILLER MARIO DEGUZMANN SILAN 
SHERYL LEA HAMLIN CYNTHIA DARI.ENE STUART 
curn laude RUSSELL KARL TURGEON 
*part ic ,pat, ng  in ceremon' although degree requirements are not yet complete. 
Twelve 
School of Education 
JOHN J. GILROY, Ph.D., Dean 
ST. IGNATIUS OF LOYOLA AWARD 
	
MERRELLE HEPPELL STUBBS 
Awarded to the outstanding student in the School of Education by the Dean of the School. Selection is based on 
professional potential as evidenced by a high degree of success in student teaching, academic achievement and service to 
the University. 
BACHELOR OF ARIS IN EDUG4LrION 
MARIA HELEN BAjocicH DAN MICHAEL FITZPATRICK 
ELIZABETH ANN GARY magna cum laude 
cum laude LISA LORINA GIVEN 
NANCY DIANE EVANOFF THERESA MAUREEN IKSTRUMS 
surnma cum laude MARY T. JEANNOT 
BRENDA LOUISE NAISH 
rnagna cum laude 
LINDA CARTWRIGHT RAAYMAKERS 
PAUL S. SHIROMA 
WENDELL MCKAY SMITH 
magna cum laude 
BACHELOR OF EDUCATION 
CHRISTINE INGRID ANDERSON JOYCE KROEGER 
magna cum laude magna curn laude 
SHARON LEE ANDERSON SUSAN MARIE MAHONEY 
AMY A. BEHRMAN* MARY A. MAJOR 
MONICA ANN BOYLE LLOY ELAINE MCCAULEY 
JANICE HERR BRANDT magna cum laude 
IHERESE ROSE D0N0H0E ANNE ELIZABETH MELCHER 
surnma cum laude magna curn laude 
GLORIA MICHELLE EID50N TINA NELSON MERDINYAN 
NANCY NICI-IOL FLOHR MARY ELIZABETH Moss 
PATRICIA S. BEZZO Fox rnagna cum laude 
magna cum laude KATHRYN ANNE MYER 
MARY MAUREEN GILES sumrna curn laude 
rnagna curn laude ELIZABETH MAUREEN NORTON 
MARY ELIZABETH GROSHONG PATRICIA MARIE PAOLETrI* 
magna cum laude ANN PATRICIA RYAN 
TRACY SUSAN HENN* magna cum laude 
ANN CATHERINE SCHROEDER 
cum laude 
ANGELA LOUISE SEAL 
SHARON ANNE SNYDER 
cum laude 
LAURENCE DAWSON SOMMER 
JULIE ANN STRIPEs* 
MERRELLE HEPPEI,[. STUBBS 
magna curn laude 
BARBARA ANN WEBER 
DAVID DUDLEY WHITE* 
DENISE ANN WINCH 
magna cum laude 
THERESA ANN YECNY* 
LILA ROSE YOUNG 
Institute of Public Service 
EsruER RAY MILLS, Ph.D., Acting Director 
BACHELOR OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
JESUS REYES ABAD* 	 STEPHANIE ANN FOY* 	 roDD EUGENE MONOHON 
ABDUI.AZIZ MOHAMMED ALBUTAIN 	CHRISTINA MARIE GILMORE* 	 sumrna curn laude 
SAAD A. AL MOAMMAR 	 MARLOW C. HARRIS 	 FRANCES ELIZABETH 
VICKI LYNN CUI.I.EY EILEEN MARIE LOWRY* 	 SCHWESINGER-HARTWIG 
JOHN PATRICK EVANS* 	 KUNZANG DIKI YUTHOK 
Thirteen 
School of Nursing 
PATRICIA A. IERRIS, Ph.D., Dean 
SISTER MARY RUTH NIEHOFF AWARD 
	
LAURA ANNE BERMEI. 
Awarded to the outstanding graduating student in the School of Nursing. Selection is based upon the student's academic 
achievement, excellence in Nursing, and participation in school and community activities, which honors the memory of 
Sister Mary Ruth who was Dean of the School of Nursing from 1955 to 1968. 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING 
BETH CLAWSON ADAMS 
SUSAN LAVELLE ADAMS 
MAGDALENE ANCHETA* 
JEAN MARIE BENTLER 
rnagna curn laude 
rHERESA LOUISE BENZINGER 
LAURA ANNE BERMEL 
rnagna cum laude 
KARLA DELEE BORNANDER 
EILEEN TERESA BROWN 
LISA MARIE CALL 
REMY PASCUA CAMPOS 
SHEILA MAVOURNEEN CHAPMAN 
cum laude 
HEATHER ANN MARGARET COLLIE 
magna curn laude 
NORMA IRENE CORPUZ 
cum laude 
MARY MACNAB CRUISE 
KELLY ANN DAVIDSON 
MICHAEL WALDEN DAY 
MARY JANE DEJARNATT 
summa curn laude 
JONI LOUISE DIRKS 
.summa curn laude 
SUZANNE FRANCES DRESS 
MAUREEN JUNE DL'RKAN 
ELAINE ELIZABETH ECKERT 
magna cum laude 
PATRICIA LUISE ENGEN 
CAROLE ANN FAYLOR 
ANN SANAE FUJIHARA 
KATHLEEN MARIE GAFFNEY 
JULIE MARIE GREIF 
DOROTHEE LOEBUS HAMPTON 
rnagna cum laude 
GRACE MARY HARRISON 
MARYLOU MCMAIION HAUGLAND 
LINDA VANEVERA HEANEY 
magna cum laude 
JILL MARIE HENNING 
LESLEY SUSAN HOLMES 
MARY JANE E. FIYNES 
SUSAN MARIE JON ES 
curn laude 
MARY KANE 
PATRICIA ANN LAFOND 
LINDA A. LEADERS 
curn laude 
TERESA ROSE LUDWIG 
curn laude 
RUTH SHARON MASTERS 
MAXINE JUANITA MAXWELL. 
L0RI ANN MENALIA 
LARAINE MICHAI.SON 
CONSTANCE JEAN MILLER 
TI-IERESE MARIE MOLLERUS 
LINDA MARIE MOORMAN 
sunima CU??? laude 
ROBERT CARROLL MORASH 
curn laude 
YEWUBDAR MULUGETA 
MAUREEN COLEMAN PARIS 
NICHOLAS JOSEPH PICCOLO 
DAVID JOSEPH REYE.S 
MICHELE EUGENIA ROEDEL 
CHRISTINE LOUISE RUBADUE 
SASKIA BONTENBAI. SCIIAUFFER 
LYNN ANN SCHLECHT 
cum laude 
KATHLEEN KAY SHANNON 
JOAN EI.IZABETH SIDERIU5 
curn laude 
RINDALA rALEB 
MARY JOAN IARTE 
curn laude 
MARY KATHI.EEN TAYI.OR 
magna cum laude 
JANE MARIE VAHALA 
MARY WARRINER VAUGHAN 
nagna cum laude 
NHUNG rHI NGOC VIEC 
BARBARA D. VILLALBA 
JULIA ANNE WAGNER 
BARBARA ANN WASSERMAN 
cum laude 
GRACE MII.ESKO WHITE 
rnagna CUrn laude 
PAMEI.A GRACE WICKENHAUSER 
LAURE ANNE WILBERT 
KAREN LEE ZELDENRUST 
Fourteen 
School of Science and Engineering 
TERRY J. VAN DER WERFF, D. Pi-ni.., Dean 
REVEREND LDMUND B. McNur:ry, S.J. AWARD 	 LAWRENCE JAMES KAUFER 
Awarded to the graduating engineering student judged as typifying the qualifications of scholarship, leadership, dedication 
and inspiration of Father McNulty, founding Dean of the School of Engineering at Seattle University. 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
JOHN EMORY BRADEN 
	
FRANK JOHN FARRELl. 
cum laude 
AMIR MANSSOR AHMADI 
curn laude 
AHMED ABDULRHMAN AL-REBAISHI 
ALl BUKAIR 
MAITHEW IHOMAS COLLINS 
JUDIIII ANN HERSHMAN 
THERF.SA MARIE KANN 
LAWRENCE JAMES KAUFER 
surnrna cuin laude  
BACHELOR OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
BEHNOOSH KHORRAMI* 
DOMINIC JONAH KIRANGI 
TZE-VUE VICTOR Koi-i 
ALl NASSERSAEID 
MICHEAL LEONARD NOUWENS 
magna curn laude 
MICHAEL STUART NYLANDER* 
PETER ALLAN OPSAHL 
cum laude 
ALl SADR 
DOLAT PAYANDEI-I SALEH* 
RUSSELL EUGENE STOKES 
AMIR YOUSEF YAZDANI 
BACHEI OR OF ELECTRICAL EN(;INEERING 
RAMIN AFLAKIAN 
MOHAMMAD MUSA AL-RAMADHAN 
DAVID WALTER BORING 
DAVID WALTER CRAWFORD 
KENNETH MILES DENnY 
KLAUS PETER EVELE 
ALl REZA FATHIAFSHAR 
JEREMY DAVID GLASSY 
JOHN WALTER HIRSCH 
MARK ALAN IVERSON 
cum laude 
NIcH0I.As JOHN VICTOR JONES 
DALE STEVEN KARR 
LARRY JOHN KARR 
MAHMOOD AGHA SEYED KHORASANI 
PHILIP STUART LANE 
CUYfl laude  
MICHAEL LUKCHE Li 
CRAIG ANDREW LINDBERG 
RAYMOND FAN LOCK 
rnagna cum laude 
FARm MAMAGIIANI* 
MICHELLE MARIE MCCULLOUGH 
KEVIN CLAIRE NEAL 
sumrna curn laude 
CANI-I MINH NGUYEN 
HUNG HOAI NGUYEN 
JON ERIC: NISHIDA 
MARK STEPHEN NOVAK* 
WILLIAM RODNEY OGLE, III 
curn laude 
MONTE DEAN 01-JASHI 
CHARLES FREDRICK OLIVIER, III 
SIMONF: ANNETIE PARENT 
magna cum laude  
KEVIN EDWARD READ 
curn laude 
JAMES RODNEY ROOD 
cum laude 
RUSSELL DEAN SCHOESSLER 
ELIZABETH MARIE Scorr 
PHILIP JAMES SHERIDAN, JR. 
KIRK VAUGHN THOMAS 
HIEU Quoc TRAN 
SINAN A. TUREL 
STEPHEN ANDREW UCZEKAJ 
(;IA VAN Vu 
TIMOTHY JAMES WHERRY 
JAMIE LEE WIEGAND 
CHEE YUEN Woo 
curn laude 
*part ic ,patzrig  in ceremony although degree requirements are not yet complete. 
Fifteen 
BACHELOR OF MECHANICAL EN(;INEERING 
DAVID FREDERICK AESFIER MEHRDAD KFIODAMORADI I'ERI DAWN PATFIE 
DAVID JAMES BOYLE PAUL Kozi.ovsKI* MIGUEL. R. MORENO ANDREV 
AL! BUKAIR RUSSELL KARL LINDBERG JOHN ANTHONY RU5I* 
BRET CHOPP curn laude SEYEDMAJID SEYEDJAVAD 
cuin laude PETER GREGORY LISOSKIE* BIEN TRONG TRAN 
PAUL SHU-TAK CHL'NG MICKY MING-LIT Lo ROBERT HOWARD WALDEN 
JONATHAN D. COOMBER EBRAHIM MAADANIAN LEON IHOMAS WARRINER 
ERIC KARL DIEIIL KENNETH ALLEN MOOTHART CHRISTINE ZUVELA WI1TE* 
MEHDI (;IIODOOSIAN RICK L. MOSHIER BJORN YSTAD 
BRETr GOUVEIA curn laude 
cum laude 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
SEDIGHEH BAGHBANBASHI MAHMOOD KHORASAN I FARID POURMORADY 
SUSAN MELINDA CALL JANE INSUN Kisi Scorr JAMES RANDALL 
ELIZABETH M. GALLAGHER FARID MAMAGHANI* JED JAIME RICKARD 
curn laude JOHN STEPHEN MARKEN LAURA LEE SCHAEFFER 
KELLY BAUER HENNESSEY cu,n laude GAYLE SANDRA SHER 
ROBIN ELAINE JONES LYNDA KAY MCGINNIS VALERIE MICHAEL SOVINSKY 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BIOLOGY 
GHOLAM REZA BAHARMAST 	 KATHLEEN F. DUNHAM 	 VALERIE CONAN! TASCHE 
CATHERINE MARIE BENITEZ 
magna curn laude 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CHEMISTRY 
RALPH KLINKE 	 KIRK ARNOLD PETERSON 	 DEAN A. VANN 
curn laude ma gna cuin laude 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CLINICAL CHEMISI'RY 
JOAN MARY DOOLEY 
	
L0RI Jo LYEN* 
	
BROOK OMNISE MASON 
DANIEL EARL FREDERICK 
cum laude 
BACHEL(!)R OF SCIENCE IN DIA(;NOSTIC ULTRASOUND 
JAN INE MARIE ANDERSON 
KATHLEEN GAVIN BURNS 
ROBERT LEE EWING, III 
DEBRA N. FOUTS 
magna curn laude 
BERYL HOLLY GOMBERG 
DAN PATRICK HARTFORD 
rnagna curn laude  
DEBRA CHIEMI HIRAOKA 
DOREEN ANNETFE HOWARD 
KATHY ANN JOHNSON 
CATHERINE I. MACRI 
SUSAN LESLIE MURPHEY 
CORRIE SHEETS NAASZ 
JOANNE S. NARIMATSU 
CATHERINE OLSEN ROETER 




magna curn laude 
CAMILLE MARIE WHITTEN 
curn laude 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN GENERAL SCIENCE 
ANDRIS MARTINS IKSTRUMS 
	
JEFFREY DEAN RABE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN HEALTH INFORMATION 
LOTrIE HUNG-Q CHUN 
NORA ELIZABETH DOYLE 
ZIKANENE ALIIAJI ISU 
curn laude 
ANN MARIE JAHNKE 
MARJORIE EILEEN LAIRD 
ELIZABETH ANGELA LANE 
KAREN MARTHA LINDSEY 
.summa aim laude 
KATHLEEN MELODY MORAN 
J lILIAN MARY OHARA 
rnagna curn laude 
DEBRA ANNE ORDONEZ 
GRETA M. PRESSMAN* 
HARVEY RAYMOND SwIs5HELM 
Sixteen 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MAT! IEMATICS 
RANDALL Ross EDICK 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY 
FRANCES ALMA ZUVELA 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NUCLEAR MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY 
LAURIE PALERMO MIURA 	 LYNETTE IRENE Ross 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICS 
THERESE ANN BLAZINA 
	
STEPHEN THOMAS BOSSON 	 JAMES PATRICK DREW 
cum laude 	 sumrna curn laude 	 rnagna cum laude 
MARK JOSFPII CLEMFN, JR. 
Matteo Ricci College II 
tHOMAS J. TREBON, Ph.D., Acting Dean 
ALISSA MONIQUE ALLARD 
Awarded to the student who most closely realizes the MRC ideal: one who marvels at the wealth of human experience yet 
wonders at its meaning; is open to diverse explanations yet demands critical reflection; acknowledges any truth yet 
questions its value and relevance; serves the human community yet asks whether its values accord with the continuing 
revelation of the divine to humanity. 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
ALISSA MONIQUE ALLARD 
magna curn laude 
CHARLES THOMAS BARNES, JR. 
RANDY CALVO BIscoE 
TEHERESE ANN BLAZINA 
curn laude 
MELISSA ANN CAMPBELL* 
JOHN CLIvE CARTER 
MORENA DELLA CASO 
WILLIAM JAMES COLLINS 
MONICA MARY COOK 
cum laude 
TAMI MARIE DEAN 
ELIZABETH GREGER DERRIG 
CUTn laude 
CHRISTOPHER MARK DINNDORF 
rIM0THY WILLIAM D0RE 
rnagna cum laude 
JAMES JOHN DREVES 
JULIA ANNE DREVES 
NANCY C. ETUE 
rnagna cum laude  
LINDA BROWN GIRGIS 
cutn laude 
HOWARD GLENN GRAY, III 
curn laude 
PATRICK HOWARD GRIMM 
GREGORY NOBORU LIARA 
TRACY SUSAN HENN* 
MAUREEN I. HILL 
PHILIP MICHAEL HURvITZ 
magna cum laude 
BRANDEN F. HUXTABLE 
MARK ANTHONY IBSEN 
SHIRLEY ANTOINETrE JOHNSON* 
ERIN MARIE KEYSER 
magna cum laude 
JOSEPH MARK KLEKOTKA 
RALPH KLINKE 
JOHN G. LARSON 
DAVID ANDREW MACLEAN 
rIIOMAs H. MCCLEAN 
RICHARD T. MCCULLOUGH 
magna cum laude 
PATRICK EDWARD MCCURDY 
CAROLANN MULLER 




MEGAN LOUISE PIEHLER 
MARY SUSAN PLEAS 
LEONARD JON QUADRACCI 
curn laude 
KEVIN EDWARD READ 
cutn laude 
PAUL RANDAE.L SAUVAGE 
ERIC MARTEN STARUP 
RICHARD EDWARD STECKLER 
cum laude 
RUSSELL EUGENE STOKES 
CHARLES LAWRENCE TALCOTr 
magria cum laude 
MARY CATHERINE TAYLOR* 
partwzpatzng in ceremony a/though degree requbrernents are not yet complete. 
Seventeen 
Graduate School 
MARY I.OU %VYSE, Ph.D., I)ean 
LINDA J. BAKKEN 
KAREN MARIE BYRNE 
JOHN SULLIVAN CLARK 
EDWARD (;EORGE CRAFrON 
CRAIG JONATHAN DONALD 
LARRY KEITH EHL 
JoHN Louis HAGMAN 
MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATION 
HAZEL KENYON JOHNSON 
SANDRA LYNNE KEELER 
ARLENE ANNE KIMBELL 
WILI.IAM G. MCMEEKIN 
JUDITH ELAINE MITCIIELL 
RONALD MICHEAL NEWTON 
JAMES AMBROSE PAPPOE 
ELIZABETH ANNE ROGERS 
AI.YCE PEARL S%IITH 
MAUREEN FRANCES 10TH 
JERRY EDWIN TYHURST 
HAROLD J. WASHINGTON 
MARY KATHRYN WHELAN 
MITCHELL CRAIG ANDERSON 
MARGARET DIANA BROWN 
MELINDA ANN GIOVENGO 
KATE BOYLE GRUTZ 
MASTER OF ARTS IN PSYCHOLOGY 
HANNA JENNY EVA HELMERSEN 
NANCY RUTH HENSHALL 
JUDY DEARBORN NILL  
ALBERT PACHECO 
ANNA S. r0EWS 
ROBERT FREDERICK ZELLMANN, JR. 
MASTER OF ARTS IN REHABILITATION 
LAUREN JEAN HEERSCI-IAP 
	
LINDA NAOMI MIYAUCHI 	 CAROL CARLs0N WILLIAMS 
LAURETrA ANN LINDEKUGEL MICHAEL DONAHOE RONEY VIRGINIA MAE WILLIAMS 
Lou DONALDSON MARCHESINI 
	
EVELYN I. TAKEI 	 MARTHA ANN WORK 
RoBIN C;AIL McCoy 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
GARY MICHAEL BENTLEY 
JAMES ARTHUR BOYD 
WILLIAM EDWARD BROWN 
IHOMAS JOSEPH BUTINE 
THOMAS FRANCIS CAREY 
ROBERT A. CONNER 
REED ALAN CORRY 
JOHN BRONSON EBERLY 
FHOMAS HUTTON EIZEY 
JANE ABAD ERICKSON 
FRANCES HousE EVANS 
KAREN ANN FAIRCHILD 
DENNIS GERARD FLYNN 
EDWARD FORMAN 
ORRIN JOHN GODE, III 
MARVIN H. HAAPALA 
GAIL LYNNE HAMMILL 
PAMELA A. HARA 
THOMAS JEROME HARRIGAN 
C;ERALD OVAL HATI.ER 
FREDERICK WHEELER HAYF.S, JR. 
FREDERICK GEORGE KAY 
MARGARET HELEN KELLY 
MICHAEL KIP KELLY 
STEVEN Louis KISH 
JOHN A. KLOESS 
MARK EI.DON LANG 
ROBYN GAY LEEVERS 
RAYMOND K. LOUIE 
NASIR MAJID 
JOHN LAWRENCE MASSIE 
JOHN R. MCCARTHY 
RICHARD S. MICIJALEK 
JERRY J. MILLER 
ROBERT CHESTER MORGAN 
GREGORY DALE MUNRO 
JOHN IIMOTHY MURPHY 
CHRISTOPHER J. MYERS 
BETH ANDREA NACZKOWSKI 
STEVEN REX NEMETH 
HAROLD JENNINGS NESLAND, JR. 
EILEEN JANET O'DONNELL 
JAMES ALBERT PAGET 
STEPhEN PAUL PARKE 
WAYNE MAXWELL PAULSON 
DANNY RAYMOND PHILLIPS 
JOHN c;REG0RY PRANTIL 
ROSEMARY QUESENBERRY 
STEPHEN OWEN RISCHBIETER 
EDWIN FRANK RYMARZ 
LEONARD 0. SANDBECK 
DONALD EDWARD SCHUMANN 
JAMES FRANCIS SEAGRAVES 
SARPAL SINGH SIDHU 
JOHN M. SMITH 
RICHARD HENRY SMITH 
DAVID MICHAEL SOLTIs 
flAK WANG TAM 
LAURIE TAYLOR 
DONALD F. rH0RsPEcKEN 
DAVID VAN ZILE 
JAMES RONALD WII.BUR 
HOWARD L. WOLLNER 
Eighteen 
MASTER OF COUNSELING 
JANET RIsA ABRAMS 
MARILYN J. BRANDENBURG 
STEVEN C. BRYSON 
JUDITH ANN BURR 
MARY PAMELA COOPER 
DIANE HUSKEY DOUGLAS 	 BARBARA A. RAYMOND 
Jiii, SUE KURTI 	 BEVERLEY ANN SHRUMM 
JOAN ELAINE MISENAR 	 MARGARET JEAN SMART 
JAMES ARDEN NELSON 	 PAMELA J. SOWELL 
CAROL C. PETERS 
MASTER OF EDUCATION 
MARY JANE REMULAR ARCE 
ALICE C. BARKER 
WILLIAM MACE BRADY 
CHRISTOPHER KEELER BROWN 
CAMILLUS YUE-C:Hou CIIAN 
JANICE IIAFER CLARK 
JOHN A[.vlN CI.ARK 
KAREN A. CLARK 
WILLIAM COOK 
COLLEEN M. EGGER 
RICHARD C. GREEN 
PATRICIA LYNN HARE 
BRO. MARK ANTHONY BAlER, S.M 
NANCY JEAN DERYCKE, S.S.J. 
JUDITH MARIE EISELE 
MARGARET F. GABIK 
MARY LouISE HEFFERNAN, S.S.J. 
LINDA L. HAYDOCK, S.N.J.M. 
GREGORY MATHEW HODGE 
BARBARA ELEANOR HOFSTAD 
CAROLYN KAY JAY 
SARA ANN JOYCE 
LYNN SVERCLIEK KEAT 
ALTHEA CHRISTINE KOLAR 
KATHLEEN MCGOVERN LARSON 
KATHRYN ANN LEHMAN 
STEVEN EDWARD LEPENSKE 
CAROL M. MATSUI 
ALAN NOBLE 
JAMES OFTEBRO 
DONNA MARIE ORANGE 
ELAINE SUSAN PACKARD 
VENUS F.L. PLACER-BARBER 
HAROLD LINCOLN RICHARDSON 
SUSAN BARBARA ROLLINGER 
CHARLES ROBERT SECREST 
JOHANN A VANDER STOEP 
CAROL ANNE WILKINSON 
JUDY HATSUKO YASUTAKE 
MASTER OF MINISTRY 
J. GARY HOUGH 	 MARY CHARLENE ROSS, R.S.M. 
CHRISTINE ANN ITO 	 JOHNETTE M. SAWYER 
DEBORAH ANN KUHL, O.S.B. 	 SR. MARIE LOUISE SECKAR, O.P. 
PHYLLIS C. LAWSON 	 SHARON M. SUTHERI.AND, R.S.M. 
IIELEN ELIZABETH NELSON 	 MARY LoulsrrA WELSH 
MASTER OF PASTORAL MINISTRY 
GEORGE MELVIN CLAYTON 
	
PATRICIA ANN HOUTS-HUSSEY 	 EUGENE RUSSELL VANDERZANDEN 
JUDITH ANN DIEDRICH 
	
LINDA A. MILETICH 	 KATHLEEN ESTHER WINKELMANN 
KATERI MARIE HARNETIAUX 
MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
BARBARA ANN BLUNT 
PATRICIA MARY BREEN 
PATRICIA ADELL BROWN 
SUSAN B. BURD 
RALEIGH EDWARD BURR 
DOROTHY ANN CARVER 
CHRISTIAN R. CASPER 
(;E0RCF:I -FE hAl IILIHAO CHuN 
KEVIN Scour CLARK 
STEVEN ALLEN COLE 
KENNETH MARK DALE 
MICHAEL ROBERT DE[.1.ER 
PATRICK .JAMES DOWNES 
KIM EMILY DRURY 
CAROLYN S. EMERsoN 
ROBERT WYLIE FENN 
ROCFIELLE CHRISTINE GAUTH1ER 
PATRICK TIMOThY GII.I.ESPIE 
JOHN CHARLES GREINER 
W!LI.IAM A. HAINER, J. 
HILARY A. HAINES 
DAVID KENT HALL 
JOAN HOPKINSON HARDER 
JOAN DOLAN HARD1MAN 
VINCENT WILLIAM HERBERIIOI:I 
ANNIE OSIIIKO IWAMURA 
JAMES ARTHUR JENKS 
EUGENE ADOLPH LIERHUS 
LINDA MAY MARUSH 
RICHARD ALI.EN MERCHANT 
BARBARA ANN MERCIER 
FIIERESA HUNTLEY MOLYNEUX 
LEA FRANCES MURPHY 
ROSEMARY ODOM 
LAWRENCE EDWIN IARKS, JR. 
JOSEPH WILLIAM PEACH 
DWIGHT EDWARD RANDOLPFI 
SHIRLEY L. RICKMAN 
Nineteen 
RONALD H. RITTER 	 MARGARET SUTTHOFF 	 SARAH WELCH 
JOAN FUJIMURA RODGERS 	 MARK A. SWEGLE 	 MATTHEW GILBERT WILLIAMS 
LYNN BASSETT SHEBILSKE ROBERT CHARLES FIJOMAS 	 CLIFFORD EVAN WOOD 
LAURA ANN SLAVIN 	 MARGARET CAROL UNCKLES DEBORAH TAKEKO YASUDA 
PATRICIA GRAHAM WATTS 
Louis F. BERUBE 
MARY MAGEE GLASHEEN 
MARY JOAN HERR 
CATHARINE (SR. ANDRE) HOGAN 
MARCIA ANN HOLTHAUS 
MASTER OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION 
JOANNE OLSEN KELLY 
ALBERT LUM KwAI LEBAR 
DAVID JOHN LYNACH 
NATALIE ELLEN MCDONOUGH 
BRONA MEEHAN 
SR. PATRICIA ANN RILEY, C.S.C. 
MAURICE J. ROCHEFORT 
BARBARA ROSENER 
PATRICIA MARIE SCI-IADE 
MARSHA ANN SPETH 
DAVID LEE ALLEN 
STEPHEN CHRISTOPHER DOWD 
GRANT C. GIFFORD 
DAVID EDWARD GoocH 
JAMES THOMAS HEAVEY, JR. 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ACCOUNTING 
IIMOTHY JOHN STAPLETON 
MASTER OF SOFTWARE ENGINEERING 
CHARLES SVERRE HENDRICKSEN 
GRANT DEAN 1SBERG 
CARL JOSEPH MEALY 
GORDON RICHARD PARKHILL 
NEIL WOODS RUNSTEIN 
LESLIE OBERMILLER SCHAD 
RONALD ARTHUR ST00K 
MICHAEL LEE 1EMPLEMAN 
KENNETH ALLEN VANDVER 
MASTER OF TRANSPORTATION ENGINEERING 
ABDULRAHMAN I. ALABDULALY 
	





HARRY AUSTIN KINNISON 
	
Josb: BAGAY VALDEZ, JR. 
TUNG NGUYEN LE 
	
ABDULRAHIM JAMIL ZAMZAMI 
WILLIIAM GRANT BARNET, III 
The EfJei (a of high Geographual ,tlob,liC upon Child-
ren 5 ,4cadnnu ,4i hievernent and Sot al ,4d;ust,nerttr in a 
Sthool. arid a I/cit ription of the Entry born Pro (cci," 
GERALDINE DIANNE CARTER 
front Institution W Community: .4 Reintegraflori Prep' 
aratio,i Program Model for Institutionalized Juvenile Of. 
fenders at ti/to (en Children's Center. 
FAITH B. COLLINS 
"Satellite, (lu rowave, and J'elet'i.sion-Based Instruction for 
Nursing Mutation 
TIMOTHY FRANCIS CRONIN, S.J. 
"Seattle I nitversitv' 1891-1966." 
SUZANNE DEDRICK 
''Deter,n tong b'riorit let In a Local b_dot anon Agen('y Re' 
gardmmag Sat tess fat (ors itt ,'ila,nstreamnirzg Using a Mod,-
fteil Driplo let liniquc' (u - it/i James Lattyak). -' 
BOYCE HUGHETr HEIDENREICH 
acuity Development Strategies for lmproi'ing Mat/ic-
n,iant s Iristrur lion in hntennediate Elementary Grades.'' 
C. R. M. KASTAMA 
• 'Art ,4dt'enturr''Baserl 1',xprrtenflally (Jrte,itrd (csrrectiorii 
(,urru uiu,ri, 
DOCTOR OF EDUCATION 
DENNIS EUGENE LAGER 
"4 Case Study of Conrmnumiti'ation itt a loom mnttted (.omm, 
rnianity. 
JAMES Joi-is LArI'YAK 
"Deternti,itnig Priorities in a I_oral tdtir'atioct Agemtry Itt 
garding Success Factors ,n Maimsmn'eaming Using a Moth' 
lied DrIp/it 'I'echmnique (nit/i Suzanne Dednick) 
QUENTIN CHARLES LEE 
'Funding the Pub/it Sc/tool Basu Education, Program in 
the gtate of U'asht,tgton During the 1980'i, 
MARLYS HELM Oi,.soN 
''Child Sexual ,4bmise. .4 Coliaboratiie ,4pproachi to Pre-
renition and Treatmneru wit/i Barbara Sue .Sykese" 
MARIE GILSON PICKEL 
''Politics, J'lanirtinig and (. flange in a Local Sc hoot Di,' 
trict, 
EDGAR GL'NDOLF RIBBACK 
"in Mutational Appruaili to Export Dei'elopntent for 
'mmii arid ,'ilediunt Sized Businesses," 
CAROLYN WILSON SCHUL.TZ 
''I'ou,er in Nursing: 4 A-todd for the Ef/ectite l's, of 
Power Demonstrated by a (.urrit ulum (.uidr for Vursimn 
'itude,mts, and a Seminar Plant for Practicing Pro/essionmati 
i,frirloped from the i,iteraturc on Power and Values," 
BARBARA SUE SYKES 
'Child Sexual Abuse: .4 Collabora(ii'e Approach to Prr' 
eritiont and Treatment (u'ith Marlys lie/mn Olson)," 
DAVID GARY TUCKER 
"Tea lung ,(tilitary Values and Ethics: I 'alues i/rock/a' 
tioni, Clartfiiation and Inculcation mi a Military Science 
(,urrmrulunmi,'' 
LARGO ANN WALES 
• 'Clara trrmstii s of tAut atto,t in the People's Republic of 
China ax Viewed by Anieritani Educators During 1971-
1981," 
MEREDITH LOY WARD 
"Industry' Diret ted Itt/ui anon: .4 (lot/el for Cooperation 
of (;zarrmtmnent, Edutationt and Industry in itleeting the 
Human Resource ,Veeds oft/ic high Technology Eleitron. 
us Industry, 
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Formal Conftrral of Degrees 
WILLIAM J. SULLIVAN, S.J. 
UNIvERsITY PRESIDENT 
BY VIRTUE OF THE AUTHORITY GRANTED BY THE CHARTER OF SEATTLE UNIVERSITY 
AND VESTED IN ME BY THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
AND ACTING UPON THE RECOMMENDATION 
OF THE DEANS AND FACULTIES OF THE SEVERAL COLLEGES AND SCHOOLS, 
I HEREBY CONFER UPON THE GRADUATES OF 1983 
WHO HAVE SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED THEIR PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS 
AND BEEN SO CERTIFIED BY THE REGISTRAR OF THE UNIVERSITY, 
THE DEGREES OF BACHELOR, MASTER AND DOCTOR 
WITH ALL THE RIGHTS AND PRIVILEGES PERTAINING THEREUNTO. 
Awards 
President 's A ward 
JONI LOUISE DIRKS 
Awarded to the graduating senior who has maintained the highest scholarship throughout four years. A symbol of 
outstanding achievement, the President's Award is an engraved silver tray. 
The Reverend James B. McGoldrick, S.J. Fellowship 
JOHN A. MORFORD, Ed.D. 
In recognition of his outstanding talent and dedication as teacher, dean and chairman of the doctoral program in 
educational leadership during his ten years of service at Seattle University, John A. Morford, professor of education, is 
hereby named by the President of the University as the Reverend James B. McGoldrick, S.J. Fellow for the 1983-84 
academic year. 
Emeritus Recognition 
Seattle University in sincere and grateful acknowledgement of a lengthy and dedicated career of service to the University 
and its students, is pleased to confer the rank of Emeritus on: 
ERNEST P. BERTIN, S.J.. Ph.D. - CHEMISTRY 	 MARY ALICE LEE, B.A. - REGISTRAR 
Golden Jubilee Graduate 
HOWARD V. SYLVESTER 
Seattle University is proud to honor Howard W. Sylvester, who graduated 50 years ago in the Class of 1933. Mr. 
Sylvester received a Bachelor of Arts degree from Seattle College. 
Alumni Association Distinguished Service Award 
;ENEVIE:vF: M. ALBERS 
In recognition of her invaluable support to Seattle University for more than 30 years, Genevieve M. Albers is the 1983 
recipient of the Alumni Association's Distinguished Service Award. Miss Albers currently serves as both a University 
Trustee and Regent. 
Twenty- One 
Honors Program Graduates 
The Seattle University Humanities Honors Program was founded in 1958. The two-year program is an historically 
ordered, integrated study of the great thinkers of the western world designed to create and stimulate a broad appreciation 
and a critical awareness of human thought and achievement in the socio-cultural context. After completing the Honors 
Program, students pursue degree requirements in a specific major. 
The following graduates have completed the program, Bridgett A. Chandler, *Rol,1a  L. Forsell, Patricia L. Heinicke, 
Jr., Edith C. Herman, Gregory F. Ircink, Linda R. Milano, Mary E. Moss, *Fred  0. Olsen, Jr. and *C.  Brian Thompson. 
*pal-ticipa ting  in ceremony although degree requirements are not yet complete. 
Commissions 
I.T. Cor.. t)AvID C. FUCKE, hID. 
AUGUST, 1982 - •James M. Henry, Ordnance Corps. 
DECEMBER, 1982 Sandra Holloway, Unassigned. 
MARCH, 1983 Jackson C. Brocka, Armor; Gary F. Ayala, Infantry, 
JUNE, 1983 - Denise A. Atkins, Finance; Carlos M. Belis, Ordnance Corps; Shawn P. Daugherty, Infantry; John W. 
Fuhrman, Infantry; •Janet R. Gieisberg, Adjutant General Corps; .Maurice L. Guyant, Military Intelligence; sAndris M. 
Ikstrums, Ordnance Corps; Carl F. Kurfess, Infantry; Linda S. Mata, Military Intelligence; Nicholas J. Piccolo, Army 
Nurse Corps; .Steven A. Shimanek, Ordnance Corps; sBrian L. Thoma, Aviation; .Natalie A. Van Dam, Ordnance 
Corps; and Timothy P. Wright, Finance. 
•Distinguished Military Graduates 
Student Academic Awards 
Eugene F. Fabre Award—Presented annually by Alpha Sigma Nu to the senior 
who has done the most to promote scholarship, loyalty and service Heather Collie 
John F. Kennedy Memorial Prize in Political Science Daizo Sakurada 
Wall Street Journal Student Achievement Award Cynthia L. Donnell 
Albers School of Business Distinguished Service Award Robert A. Wagner 
Albers School of Business Leadership Award Mark Greenwalt 
Woodrow R. Clevinger Memorial Award Mary Gaudette 
Master of Business Administration Scholarship Award Edward Forman 
Alpha Kappa Psi Scholarship Key Award Karen Lowry 
Beta Alpha Psi Outstanding Member Award Sharon Gilchrist 
Beta Alpha Psi Outstanding Junior Award Kim L. Prestwich 
Hal Lemon Memorial Award Mary Gaudette 
Student Achievement Awards 
Associated Students Athletes of the Year Cathy Percy 
Mike Thomas 
Sigma Theta Tau 	Outstanding Nursing Senior Award Joni L. Dirks 
University President's Trophy Brian L. Thoma 
ROTC Commander's Sabre Award Maurice L. Guyant 
Fr. James B. McGoldrick Award for Leadership Excellence Ardine M. McIntyre 
George C. Marshall Research Foundation Award Andris M. Ikstrums 
Superior Senior Cadet Natalie A. Van Dam 
American Veterans of World War 11 Award Susan T. Atwood 
Colonel Steven J. Millet Award Steven A. Shimanek 
Armed Forces Communications and Electronics 
Association Educational Funds Award Ardine M. McIntyre 
American Chemical Society's Regional Student Research Competition 	First Place Steven Hsu 
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Seattle Section Paper Competition - First Place David Boyle 
Second Place Brett Chopp 
American Society of Civil Engineers, Seattle Section Paper Competition - First Place Larry Kaufer 
Second Place Christina Mudgett 
Third Place Michael Nouwens 
Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers, Seattle Chapter Paper Competition - First Place Nick Jones 
Second Place John Conrad 
Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers, Northwest Region Paper Competition - Third Place Nick Jones 
Twenty- Two 
Student Honoraries 
ALPHA SIGMA NU, NATIONAL JESUIT HONORARY 
Bonnie Ackerman, Christine Anderson, Janice Brandt, Sally Brown, Michelle Buhler, Bridgett Chandler, Melanie 
Christensen, Gloria Cole, Heather Collie, Leona Correia, Vicki Culley, Mary De Jarnatt, Susan Dodson, Theresa 
Donohoe, Daniel Drahn, Elizabeth Fernandez, Roberta Forsell, Jerry Frank, Monica Funsinn, Elizabeth Gallagher, 
Mary Gaudette, Anne Gustaveson, Patricia Heinicke, Eva Heon, Larry Kaufer, Stephen Kaufer, Keith Kelley, Michelle 
Kelly, Phyllis Knopp, Linda Leaders, Laura Lipscomb, Karen Lowry, Lori Lyen, Patrick Martin, Annette Milam, Del 
Miller, Mary Miller, Mark McGregor, Ann Monis, Todd Monohon, Linda Morrow, James Onorati, Simone Parent, 
Janet Parks, Donna Peha, Erin Raney, Thomas Reis, Irene Reynolds, Virginia Roeber, James Rood, Louise Ryan, John 
Schaff, Deborah Schermer, Joseph Shindler, Sharon Snyder, Mary Taylor, Madelaine Thompson, Thomas Tocher, Ruth 
Tressel, Barbara Villalba, Christopher Whiting, Laurel Winterscheid, Cynthia Wooden and Kenneth Wroe. 
BETA GAMMA SIGMA, NATIONAL BUSINESS HONORARY 
Mary Clare Benson, Diane M. Boehm, Mark Allen Buening, Michelle Buhier, Leona Lynn Correia, Jeff Croxford, 
Cynthia Donnell, Karen Fairchild, Edward Forman, Mary Margaret Gaudette, Anne M. Gustaveson, Brian P. Haupt, 
Zikanene Aihaji Isu, Michael Kip Kelly, Glen H. Kojima, Robbin E. Lawson, Timothy M. Little, Karen Marie Lowry, 
Anne M. McAuliffe, John Thomas Quinn, Mary L. Reis, James F. Seagraves, Robert L. Shaw, Sarpal S. Sidhu, John M. 
Smith, Helene I. Stoppa, Kathleen D. Swartz, Martin D. Waiss, James Ronald Wilbur, Barbara Winje and Maribel 
Zaballero. 
SIGMA P1 SIGMA, NATIONAL PHYSICS HONORARY 
Therese Blazina, Steve Bossom and Joseph Shindler. 
SIGMA THETA TAU, NATIONAL NURSING HONORARY 
Eileen Teresa Brown, Sheila M. Chapman, Heather A. M. Collie, Norma I. Corpuz, Michael W. Day, Mary Jane De 
Jarnatt, Joni L Dirks, Dorothee Loebus Hampton, Linda Van Evera Heaney, Linda A. Leaders, Kathleen Kay Shannon, 
Mary Joan Tarte and Barbara D. Villalba. 
TAU BETA P1, NATIONAL ENGINEERING HONOR SOCIETY 
Kenneth Denby, John Hirsch, Mark Iverson, Larry Kaufer, Raymond Lock, Rick Moshier, Kevin Neal, Qua Hai 
Nguyen, Michael Nouwens, Mark Novak, William Ogle, Peter Opsahl, Simone Parent, Kevin Read, J. Rod Rood, 
Russell Stokes, Kirk Thomas, Peter Vander Weyst, Timothy Wherry, Jamie Wiegand, Christine Witte and Chee Yuen 
Woo. 
Scholarships 
Seattle University has many corporate and memorial donors who are very generous to the University. We have listed only 
those scholarship recipients who are graduating seniors. 
CORPORATE/MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIPS 
To Graduating Seniors 
AETNA LIFE AND CASUALTY FOUNDATION SCHOLARSHIP: Norma Corpuz 
AID ASSOCIATION FOR LUTHERANS: Deborah Schermer 
ALUMNI SCHOLARSHIP: Catherine Benitez, Liza Call, Lawrence Kaufer, Stephen Kaufer, 
Leslie Ryan, Sharon Snyder, Angela Taeschner 
AMERICAN PUBLIC WORKS ASSOCIATION: Dan Drahn 
AMERICAN WATER WORKS ASSOCIATION - PACIFIC NORTHWEST SECTION: Ann Monis, Michael Nouwens 
ASSOCIATED GROCERS' MERIT SCHOLARSHIP: Karen Lowry 
BISHOP FLEET FOUNDATION: Christopher DeGrazia 
BOEING SCHOLARSHIP: William Bryant, Ann Monis, Michael Nouwens, Simone Parent 
BETA XI DELTA KAPPA GAMMA: Ruth Masters 
CHAVELLE FOUNDATION SCHOLARSHIP: Daniel Donohoc, Thomas Donohoe, Marilu Sloan 
CLAYTON FUND ACCO SCHOLARSHIP: Timothy Ewers 
CODD MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP: Kathryn Myer 
Twenty- Three 
ELKS BUTTE LODGE: Roberta Forsell 
JOHN C. ERICKSON MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP: Eva Heon 
FARMERS' INSURANCE GROUP SCHOLARSHIP: Leona Correia, Cynthia Donnell, Rita Gilmour, Gail Laiune, 
Timothy Little, M. Jeanne Lousteau, Scott Miller 
PAUL L. FOWLER MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM: Karen Lowry, Todd Monohon 
FRIENDLY SONS OF ST. PATRICK: Erin Keyser 
FUKUNAGA: Leona Correia 
GROUP HEALTH AUXILIARY SCHOLARSHIP: Eleni Teshome 
HAAS FOUNDATION JOURNALISM SCHOLARSHIP: Roberta Forsell, Mark Guelfi 
HONORS SCHOLARSHIP: Kristen Turner 
INVESTOR GUARANTY LIFE INSURANCE SCHOLARSHiP: Mark Baus, James Jorgensen 
KiNG COUNTY MEDICAL AUXILIARY: Laura Lipscomb 
MARIE E. TALBOT TRUST SCHOLARSHIP: Karen Gravrock 
MARILYN JACKSON SCHOLARSHIP: Jennifer Achieng 
MARION MAC CARRELL SCOTT SCHOLARSHIP: Leona Correia 
NATIONAL MERIT SCHOLARSHIP: Suzanne Dress 
NATIONAL STUDENT NURSES ASSOCIATION: Kathleen Shannon 
SAMOA: Aiga Liulamaga 
AMERICAN SAMOA: Richard Gebauer 
SEATTLE FIRST NAT1ONAL BANK MERIT SCHOLARSHIP: Joni Dirks, Kathleen Hillis, Deborah Schermer 
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY MERIT: Joni Dirks 
SEATTLE URBAN LEAGUE: Deborah Arnold, Cynthia Stuart 
SOLO CUP COMPANY SCHOLARSHIP: Jennifer Hulseman 
ST. JOSEPH HOSPITAL: Rose Ramirez 
THIRD YEAR HONORS: Ann Cecilian 
VIRGINIA MASON AUXILIARY SCHOLARSHIP: Karen Yamane 
WASHINGTON STATE MEDICAL RECORDS: Anne Jahnki 
WESTERN GEAR SCHOLARSHIP: Terri Pattie 
WRIGHT SCHUCHART SCHOLARSHIP: Larry Kaufer 
ZIMMERMAN SCHOLARSHIP: Liza Paea 
HONORS PROGRAM SCHOLARSHIPS 
Sandra J. Anderson, Rachel M. Brosamer, Jodi R. Bruning, Mary B. Carter, Ann Marie Cecilian, Lauryn K. Christean, 
Elizabeth E. Conlon, Ellen M. Delaney, Andrew 0. Dolbeck, Kevin P. Donnelly, Mary K. Eberdt, Bonnie L. Edney, 
Laura M. Ellison, Sandra P. Ewaskow, Michael J. Gilbert, Randolph G. Greer, Elizabeth A. Herlan, Karen M. Holland, 
Stephanie B. Jocums, Michael L. Keith, Joseph R. Krepel, Teena Ann Mays, Anna Marie Milner, Linda M. Morrow, 
Andrew E. Ott, Tami J. Parr, Hope E. Rusho, Elizabeth V. Sautter, John M. Schaff, Lane Schofield, Jennifer Ann 
Schreiner, David P. Tom, Kirsten Turner, Patricia J. Unfred, Charlene M. Van Etten, Carol L. Warner, Richard A. 
Wilbricht and Barbara Ann Williams. 
ARMY ROTC SCHOLARSHIPS 
Brian J. Bagley, Michael J. Ropa, Lori A. Ochsner, Rodrigo R. Diaz, Bruce A. Britton, Paul C. Chernell, Mary B. Pitsch, 
Maurice L. Guyant, Andris M. Ikstrums, Robcrt A. Goodfellow, Jr., Eric C. Wagner, Michael D. Gilbert, David A. 
Higginbotham, Paul M. Kondrat, M. David Millet, James G. Sisco, Shawn P. Daugherty, Natalie A. Van Dam, Brent J. 
Barkley, Danniel K. Deveide, Robert P. Fingar, Bruce D. Parker, Mark A. Richards, Walter T. Tanimoto, Anthony R. 
Warren, Denise A. Atkins, Nicholas J. Piccolo and Steven A. Shimanek. 
STUDENT SERVICE SCHOLARSHIPS 
Carole Baumgartner, ASSU Second Vice President; James Bush, Spectator Photo 1 Layout Editor; Phyllis Craig, ASSU 
Assistant Treasurer; Dan Donohoe, Spectator Production Assistant; Kelly Eason, ASSU Publicity Director; Roberta 
Forsell, Spectator Editor-in-Chief; Michael Gilbert, Spectator Editorial Page Editor; Kerry Godes, Spectator Copy 
Editor; Carol Jefferson, ASSU Executive Secretary; Eric Johnson, ASSU President; Berne Mathison, ASSU Treasurer; 
Kevin McKeague, Spectator Sports Editor; Brenda Pittsley, Spectator Feature Entertainment Editor; Carol Ryan, 
Spectator Copy Editor; Tony Wise, ASSU First Vice President; and Cindy Wooden, Spectator Managing Editor. 
The appearance of names in this program should not be construed as official 
recognition that all degree requirements are completed. 
Twenty- Four 
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